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1. Introduction

In the recent decade, the use of lithium-ion batteries has received
an immense boost as they enable more sustainable mobility.[1]

Not only in the field of mobility but also in other applications
such as grid storage and consumer electronics like powertools
or e-bikes they are used.[2] In the future, the market for
lithium-ion batteries is expected to increase significantly.[3]

However, especially in the mobility sector, the costs for batteries
are still high, which puts the focus on the associated battery cell
production systems, as they are a key to low-cost and yet
high-quality battery cells.[4]

Especially for large-format and stacked or z-folded battery
cells, it is a major challenge to produce precisely stacked cell

stacks with high quality and at the same
time with high speed. An essential quality
parameter here is the achieved stacking
accuracy.[5–7] An important influencing fac-
tor is the geometry of single electrode sheet
(SES) from which the cell stack is formed.
The literature shows that especially influen-
ces from previous calendering and separa-
tion have a significant impact on the
geometry.[8] In an influence analysis,
Mayer and Fleischer show that the geome-
try of the SES can be influenced by the
following factors:[8] 1) electrode corrugation
due to calendering process; 2) corrugation
at the coating edge due to the coating and
calendering processes; 3) bending of the
whole electrode sheets due to coil bending
after calendering and winding on coil;
4) length and width deviations of the sheet

dimension due to calendering and singulation process; and
5) randomly distributed irregularities due to coating process
and material irregularities.

A quantification of the individual influences is not carried out
in this article. A first approach to investigate length and width
deviations of SES is given by Weinmann et al.[9] The dependence
of the length and width dimensions on the applied web tension is
investigated on a cut-and-place system developed by Baumeister
and Fleischer and Baumeister.[10,11]

So far, the most comprehensive investigation of the SES influ-
ence on stacking accuracy has been carried out by Weinmann.[12]

It is systematically analyzed that, in addition to the influence of the
stacking machine and its parameter settings, the characteristics of
the SES geometry have a significant impact on stacking accuracy.

A first approach for measuring the impact of corrugation after
calendering on the geometry of SES is done by Mayer et al.[13] It is
described that the corrugation propagates into the SES depending
on the rate of compaction. A high rate of compaction results in
high deviations of the SES vertically to the contact surface.
However, it is not clear how large the initial corrugations were after
calendering in machine direction. This corrugation over the entire
web width as well as smaller corrugations at the edge of the coating
are described by both Bold and Fleischer and Günther et al.[14,15]

Both publications show typical effects and defects that occur
after calendering depending on the parameter set. Bold and
Fleischer then focus on wrinkle formation, Günther et al.
qualitatively evaluate the impact of the effects and defects after
calendering on further processing in the subsequent processes,
though a quantification does not take place.[14,15] However, first
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Calendering is an essential process step in battery cell production. By selective
compaction of the material, the performance of the battery cell can be optimized.
During processing, corrugations can occur in the machine direction, which are
characterized in this article in relation to the material systems LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2

(NMC811) and LiNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2O2 (NMC622) as well as the rate of compaction
and the web tension. It is shown that the corrugations are strongly dependent on
the rate of compaction. The material system and the web tension show a weaker
influence on the corrugation characteristics. Subsequently, single electrode sheets
are cut from the coils and their geometry is investigated. It is shown that the
corrugation hardly propagates further into the single electrodes, which is explained
with the storage time of the electrodes. Rather, the coil bending strongly influences
the electrode sheet geometry. It is shown that the position of the conductor tab also
has an important influence.
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quantification approaches are given by Mayr et al. for the
corrugation in machine direction after calendering.[16] A laser
triangulation line sensor is integrated into the calender, and
the corrugation is recorded. Based on this, a defect evaluation
index (DEI) is introduced. This is determined by the difference
between the highest point of the corrugation amplitude and the
lowest point. The application of the index is differentiated into
the corrugations at the coating edge, to describe the edge corru-
gations, as well as the corrugation distributed over the width of
the electrode. As an example for lithium and manganese-rich
nickel–cobalt–manganese oxide (LMR-NCM) cathodes, the val-
ues for calendering to about 30% porosity with calender rolls
tempered to 23 °C are recorded. The edge corrugations show a
DEI of 1.36 at the coating edge and the electrode corrugation
a DEI of 3.22. Furthermore, the DEI of the edge corrugations
is reduced by 9.6% when the roll temperature is increased to
90 °C and by 25.2% for the corrugations across the electrode
width. A systematic investigation of the influences of different
calendering and material parameters is not carried out─the focus
lies on the introduction of the sensor system.

The analysis of the literature shows that the impact of calender-
ing and especially the corrugation after calendering on the geom-
etry of the SES has hardly been systematically investigated.
Weinmann analyzes the influence of SES geometry on stacking
accuracy.[12] However, the analysis is mostly done by a qualitative
description of the causes without detailed parameter studies. It is
not apparent to what extent the respective effects have an impact
on the stacking accuracy. This influence can be investigated with
simulation models, as Mayer and Fleischer points out, but
requires information about geometric characteristics of SES.[8]

Therefore, in this article, the corrugations after calendering and
the resulting geometry of the SES will be systematically investi-
gated and characterized. The investigations are carried out on
the same basic electrode geometry as already presented in
Mayer and Fleischer and Mayer et al.[8,13] The novelty of the study
can be summarized as follows. So far, the corrugations that can
occur after calendering have only been described qualitatively by
Bold and Fleischer, Günther et al. as well as Mayr et al.[14–16]

Therefore, no study exists yet that quantitatively relates the corru-
gations after the calendering process to the rate of compaction, the
web tension, different active materials, and coating thicknesses. In
addition, Weinmann has carried out mainly qualitative studies on
the SES geometry, a quantitative investigation of the geometry has
not yet been carried out in literature.[12] Further, the influence of
calendering on subsequent processes was considered by Günther
et al. within a determination of the defect influence on subsequent
processes.[15] However, a quantification between calendering and
SES geometry has also not yet been carried out in literature.

Consequently, this article is aimed to improve the understanding
of the corrugations after calendering as well as their effects on the
geometry of the SES. With the aid of this knowledge, manufactur-
ing tolerances for corrugations after the calendering process
and the SES can be defined more specific that helps to optimize
the stacking process and its stacking accuracy.

2. Experimental Section

The two cathode active materials LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2 (NMC811)
and LiNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2O2 (NMC622) were used for the experi-
ments. Both materials were manufactured uncalendered with
the same composition of 96% active material, 2% conductive
additive, and 2% polyvinylidene fluoride binder (PVDF) by
Enertech International and purchased by wbk Institute of
Production Science. The electrodes were delivered uncalandered
on coils that was necessary to conduct the calendering experi-
ments regarding the corrugations directly after the calendering
process. Loading densities of 41.6 and 55.0 g cm�2 were used
respectively. All materials were coated with a width of
155mm on both sides, while the aluminum substrate foil had
a total width of 215mm and a thickness of 15 μm. Further
material specifications can be found in Table 1.

The electrodes were first calendered, then the the result was
measured in the resting position in the tensioned state directly
after the rollers stopped by using 3D scanning technology.

A calender of the GKL 500 MS series from Saueressig was
used for the calendering work. The rollers had a diameter of
700mm and a width of 500mm. Starting from the unwinding
unit, the electrode material was guided via various deflection roll-
ers to the main rolling mill, where it was calendered horizontally
between the two main rollers. In the process, the main rollers
were each at a 90° angle to the processed material, so that it
can be further processed horizontally up to the resting position
where the electrodes were scanned. The calendered electrode
then ran via the tensioning unit, which supplied the required
web tension, to the rewinder, where the calendered material
was collected. They can be heated to a maximum of 90 °C and
applied a maximum line load of 2000 Nmm�1. The line load
was calculated from the resulting positioning forces for the
rollers. To determine the layer thickness, a small piece
of electrode was punched out using a mobile cutting
pliers (EL-Cell GmbH, Hamburg, Germany). It was then
measured with the tactile coating thickness device digital indica-
tor MarCator 1075R (Mahr GmbH, Goettingen, Germany)
and weighed with the laboratory balance EW 220-3NM
(KERN & SOHN GmbH, Balingen-Frommern, Germany).

Table 1. Used materials and their specifications.

Material Loading density both
sides [mg cm�2]

Electrode
thickness [μm]

Coating density
[g cm�3]

Areal capacity
[mAh cm�2]

Particle-size distribution D50
(average particle size) [μm]

Particle-size
distribution D90 [μm]

NMC811 (thin) 41.6� 0.5 204� 2 2.2 7.4 10 17.5

NMC811 (thick) 55.0� 0.5 260� 1 2.2 9.8 10 17.5

NMC622 (thin) 41.6� 0.5 191� 1 2.4 6.8 12 28.0

NMC622 (thick) 55.0� 0.5 242� 1 2.4 9.0 12 28.0
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For the geometric measurement of the corrugation of the elec-
trodes in the clamped state directly after calendering, a 3D scan-
ner of the ATOS Core 135 series from GOM (Carl Zeiss GOM
Metrology GmbH, Braunschweig, Germany) was used. The
device had a scanning field of about 135mm� 100mm with
a camera resolution of 5megapixels. For the measurement of
larger components, individual images were superimposed by
means of reference points which were applied to the electrode,
so that in every scanning field, there were at least three known
points from prior scans. These reference points were required by
the GOM-Inspect software in order to transform partially
captured point clouds of the electrode into a complete 3D object.
In an industrial application, a laser triangulation sensor can be
used to determine defect patterns in real time as described in
Mayr et al.[15] About 350mm of the electrodes were used for eval-
uation. After the measurement, the electrodes were wound onto
a coil with a diameter of 6 inches.

Further processing took place on the Coil2Stackmachine, which
was developed and set up at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology.[17,18]

The coils were clamped and separated into sheets of about 25 cm
length using up to approx. 15 N web tension. Further processing of
the electrode sheets followed Mayer et al.[13] From the resulting
sheets, the desired electrode sheets with the correct conductor
shape were punched out by means of steel strip cutting. A labora-
tory steel strip cutting device from the companyManz was used for
this purpose (Manz AG, Reutlingen, Germany). The resulting elec-
trode dimension was about �200mm� 135mm.

The electrodes were then placed on a flat plate and geometrically
measured using again the 3D scanner Atos Core 135 (Carl Zeiss
GOM Metrology GmbH, Braunschweig, Germany). The entire
experimental procedure is shown in Figure 1.

3. Results

The results are presented in a two-part structure. First, the
corrugations of the electrodes are characterized depending on
various calendering and material parameters (3.1). Then the indi-
vidual sheets separated from the calendered electrode coils are
characterized (3.2).

3.1. Electrode Corrugation after Calendering

3.1.1. Experimental Design

The presented materials NMC811 (thin), NMC811 (thick),
NMC622 (thin), and NMC622 (thick) are used for calendering.
The temperature of the rollers is set to the possible maximum
of 90 °C and kept constant throughout the tests. The reason
for this is the knowledge from the literature that defect patterns
are less pronounced at high temperatures due to the lower
required line load and less mechanical stress that is induced into
the material.[16,19,20] Furthermore, the speed of the rollers is kept
constant at 1 mmin�1.

The parameters varied in the tests are first the respective densi-
ties of the material. All materials were compacted in separate exper-
imental series to about 15% and 25% of their original total
thickness. In addition, the two NMC811 materials were compacted
to 35% and the twoNMC622materials to 30% due to themaximum
permissible line load of the calender. At the respective strongest
compactions, 30% and 35%, the last deflection roller of the calender
was skipped, as otherwise it would have led to tearing in the web.

Furthermore, the tests were varied with regard to the applied
web tension in the three settings of 10, 30, and 50 N. A tabular
overview of the test parameters can be found in Table 2.

By combining all the material and process parameters used, 36
series of experiments were carried out. In order to ensure the
recognized correlations, e.g., of a linear or exponential nature
in the investigated area, selected parameter configurations for
NMC811 (thin) were measured in adjacent or intermediate

Figure 1. Visualization of the entire experimental setup. Adapted with permission.[8] Copyright 2021, Elsevier.

Table 2. Overview of applied experimental parameters.

Parameter

Material Rate of compaction [%] Web tension [N]

Parameter values NMC811 (thin) 15 10

NMC811 (thick) 25 30

NMC622 (thin) 30 (NMC622) 50

NMC622 (thick) 35 (NMC811)
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parameter points in the sense of a sensitivity analysis. For this
purpose, on the one hand, the stages 20% and 30% in combina-
tion with a constant web tension of 30 N were added for a more
precise analysis of the influence of compaction. On the other
hand, for the investigation of the web tension, the parameters
70 and 80 N in combination with the compaction level 25% com-
plete the assurance of the correlations.

To evaluate the corrugation, a contour line was then drawn in
the center of the web. Due to the very large number of data
points, 36 representative values were taken at intervals of
10mm along the contour lines, representing the curve in the
respective area. Following Mayr et al., the DEI was then deter-
mined from the contour line.[16] Figure 2 shows the measuring
setup of an exemplary, corrugated electrode, which was calen-
dered. The red 3D scanner is placed over the electrode and meas-
ures a part of the corrugated electrode surface. The measurement
range is shown by the blue area. Several images are taken by the
3D scanner to cover the whole area of interest and stiched
together to rebuild the surface. The virtually rebuilding of the
surface is seen in the lower middle of Figure 2. In the middle
of the coating area, the contour line is extracted by the GOM
Inspect software, see the upper middle of Figure 2. On the right
side, the DEI is determined by using the contour line.

3.1.2. Results and Discussion

First, the results for the investigation of the correlations between
the corrugation or DEI and the rate of compaction as well as the
web tension are shown, see Figure 3.

All measurements were made of the same material (NMC811
(thin)) and have the same web tension of 30 N. It can be seen that
NMC811 (thin) has a clear linear behavior in terms of DEI and
densification in the considered range. The more the material is
compressed, the greater the deformation and thus the corruga-
tion in the center of the electrode. For the following tests, linear
behavior can be assumed. Thus, in the following tests, only three
compression levels per material are examined. For the web ten-
sion, the situation appears less clear. A slight linear increasing
correlation can be recognized, which is, however, counteracted
by a low coefficient of determination of 0.7285. However, the
practical execution of the experiments shows that the processabil-
ity of the electrodes decreases strongly at higher densities and
higher web tension. For this reason, it was decided to pursue
with 10, 30, and 50 N web tension for the following tests.

The results of the systematic parameter variation of web ten-
sion and rate of compaction are shown separated by material type
in Figure 4.

As already assumed by Mayr et al., the DEI is a powerful repre-
sentation to link the corrugations quantitatively with the compa-
tion rate.[15] Also the measured DEI are in the same range as they
measured it. However, further comparisons cannot be made seri-
ously, as the used electrode material is different. In the presented
investigations, it can be seen that all materials show the behavior
that a higher compression leads to a higher corrugation ampli-
tude or DEI as shown here. This can be explained by the elonga-
tion of the coated material in the running direction compared to
the uncoated substrate at the edge of the electrode. The uncoated
areas retain their original length due to the lack of contact with

Figure 2. Measurement procedure for the electrode corrugation: scanning the calendered and corrugated electrode with 3D scanner (left) to get the
contour line (middle) and calculating its DEI (right).

Figure 3. Sensitivity analysisis of: a) compaction rate of NMC811 (thin) with compaction rates of 15%, 20%, 25%, 30%, and 35% and a constant web
tension of 30 N, b) web tension of NMC811 (thin) with web tensions of 10, 30, 50, 70, and 80 N and a constant compaction rate of 25%.
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the rollers, the coated area experiences an elongation in and ver-
tical to the machine running direction due to the compression,
which is also mentioned by Bold and Fleischer.[13] The elonga-
tion in the running direction, which depends on the rate of com-
pression, then provides the corrugation formation. Furthermore,
it can be seen that the same percentage of material compression
also leads to similar corrugation amplitudes, which supports the
explanation above. However, no systematic difference between
the different materials can be detected nor can a connection
between the web tension and the DEI be identified. Based on
the findings of Mayr et al., it can be assumed that the corruga-
tions can still be influenced by the preheating of electrodes or a
higher temperature of the rollers.[15] It can be assumed that at

higher temperatures, less stress is introduced into the material
due to the softer binder condition. This allows to expect less
corrugations. In any case, this must be investigated in further
studies.

For further evaluation of the investigations, the number of
amplitudes is counted in a fixed range of 300mm, averaged over
the different rates of compaction and plotted over the web ten-
sion according to the material in order to obtain an indication of
the corrugation frequency. The results are shown for NMC811 in
Figure 5a and for NMC622 in b.

It can be detected that the number of amplitudes tends to fall
as the web tension increases. This indicates that the web tension
does not influence the amplitude of the corrugations, but the

Figure 4. Results of DEI for all parameter variations (compaction rates: 15%, 25%, 30%, or 35%; web tension: 10, 30, and 50 N) and different materials
(NMC811 (thin), NMC811 (thick), NMC622 (thin), and NMC622 (thick)). Additional linear lines for the trend of compaction rates, determined through
linear regression.

Figure 5. Corrugation frequency according to web tension for a) NMC811 and b) NMC622.
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length becomes longer. There is hardly any difference between
the thin and thick coating in both cases. However, the materials
differ significantly from each other: NMC622 has a significantly
higher corrugation frequency than NMC811. This can be
explained by the increased line loads of the NMC622 material,
which had no influence in the evaluation of the DEI, but are
noticeable here by an increased corrugation frequency.
The higher line loads for the NMC622 material can be observed
in Table 3. This phenomenon has also already been described of
Meyer and can be explained through a higher compaction resis-
tance of the NMC622 material in comparison to NMC811.[21] An
explanation for the higher compaction resistance could be the
particle size. As listed in Table 1, the particle size of the two active
materials differs. Compaction causes individual particles to be
displaced and arranged differently, the ideal state here would
theoretically be the close packing of equal spheres. It can be
assumed that in general smaller spheres can slide along each
other more easily and therefore the forces for this and thus
the resulting compaction resistance is smaller.

3.2. Characterization of Single Electrode Sheets

3.2.1. Experimental Design

After calendering, the electrodes are wound onto coils with a 6
inch diameter via several deflection rollers. In the test series with

the highest densities, 30% for NMC622 and 35% for NMC811,
the last deflection roller was skipped during the winding process
on the calender, as otherwise further processing would not have
been possible due to foil tearing. The electrodes were then fur-
ther processed on the Coil2Stack machine. Also the electrodes
with 30%, respectively, 35% compaction rate could not be
processed, and instead had to be separated manually. It can
be confirmed that automated further processing of highly
compacted electrodes leads to problems in laboratory battery
pilot lines, as also mentioned in the literature.[15,16] However,
it cannot be excluded that measures such as parameter fine
tuning or specialized process adaptations, such as deflection
rollers with larger diameters, are carried out on the industry side,
so that the strong densifications are nevertheless investigated
further as a worst case. In addition, trends can be better
identified in this way.

After separation with the Coil2Stack machine, the sheets are
separated by steel strip cutting, placed on a flat plate and mea-
sured using a 3D scanner. Depending on the amount of material
available, 5 to 10 electrode sheets were measured. In total, 325
SES were measured for data acquisition. It turned out that the
resulting electrode geometry changes significantly depending
on the pick-up side, i.e., the imaginary coil core lies above or
below the electrode, which was already described in literature.[13]

To investigate the effect, two measurements (side A with imagi-
nary coil core is above and side B with imaginary coil core is
below) were made for each electrode sheet. To quantify the
geometry, height contours were again drawn at interested points
on the SES. Details are shown in Figure 6.

3.2.2. Results and Discussion

First, three contour lines (10 , 70 and 130mm, see Figure 6) of an
exemplary SES are evaluated on both sides and shown in
Figure 7. Care was taken to select an SES that represents the
most SES qualitatively.

The evaluation of side A shows that all the height profiles shown
have an upward curvature. It shows that the winding process on the

Table 3. Applied line loads for compaction rates in different materials.

Rate of compaction [%]

15 25 30 35

Material Line load [Nmm�1]

NMC811 (thin) 280� 15 540� 12 – 1550� 20

NMC811 (thick) 300� 12 640� 14 – 1850� 35

NMC622 (thin) 360� 8 780� 12 1370� 19 –

NMC622 (thick) 380� 18 860� 10 1850� 22 –

Figure 6. 3D scanning, measuring, and determination of the maximum deformation in SES.
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electrode coil and thus the radius of the coil has an important influ-
ence on the later SES geometry. In case of side B, it can be seen that
the imaginary core of the coil lies below the diagram.

Furthermore, the observation of side A shows that values of
the contour lines increase from profile 10mm to profile
130mm, and that the global maximum of a sheet (in contour line
130mm) is located at the right edge and thus next to the conduc-
tor tab of the SES in all test series and is strongly pronounced. On
side B, this is exactly the opposite, and it can be seen that the
maximum is more to the middle left, and thus also on the side
of the conductor tab. These two observations can be explained by
the significant influence of the conductor tab that prevents the
coating from expanding after cutting. The tendency of the
maximum to occur close to the conductor tab is also reflected
in the distribution of the position of all maxima in Figure 8a,
b. For this purpose, representative values were taken along
the contour line 130mm of all evaluated SES per parameter
setting and averaged arithmetically, whereby a characteristic
contour line 130mm per parameter setting was formed in each
case. From these characteristic contour lines, the maximum was
identified and its X-axis value determined. Subsequently, a

distribution of the maxima of all 40 test series considered was
created for sides A and B.

Surprisingly, the described corrugation in the calendering
process is hardly transferred to the SES─in contrast to what is
described in Mayer et al., where a clear pronouncement of the
corrugation could be recognized.[13] The coil winding after calen-
dering initially pushes the corrugations outward and winds the
coil smoothly. To explain the difference to literature, it is
assumed that the duration of the electrode coil storage time
has a decisive influence on the expression of the corrugation
in the SES. Sangrós et al. speak of a visco-elastic material
behavior of the electrode coating, which is therefore time depen-
dent.[22] The longer the coil material is stored, the more it takes
on the form of coil bending due to the visco-elastic material
behavior, so that coil bending becomes the dominant factor after
a longer period of time. In this article, the coils were stored in an
argon atmosphere for several weeks after calendering due to lab-
oratory availability. The specified times of storage are mentioned
in Table 4. No time is mentioned in Mayer et al.[13]

For further investigation, the profile contours of all individual
SES of the previously calendered electrodes are evaluated. For

Figure 7. Contour lines 10, 70, and 130mm for both pick up sides.

Figure 8. Distribution of maxima on: a) side A and b) side B.
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this purpose, analogous to the methodology in Section 3.1.2, the
profile contour in the middle of the SES is considered (see con-
tour line 70mm in Figure 6), and the respective maximum is
identified and averaged over the number of measured SES.
The focus is on the B-side. Figure 9 shows the result of the
evaluation. Each data point consists of 5 to 10 evaluated SES
profile contours.

It can be seen throughout that greater compaction leads to
higher expression of the contour line. It can be assumed that
the greater compaction leads to a stronger stiffening of the
material. This leads to a higher resistance of the SES against
the weight force and thus against lowering onto the flat table
plate. The influence of the web tension during calendering
has no discernible effect on the maximum.

For a more detailed observation and discussion of the SES
regarding the compaction rate, the contour line 70mm of the
B-side and the test series with 10 N web tension are selected,
see Figure 10. Due to the large number of data points, represen-
tative values were taken every 10mm on the contour line at the
same point on the longitudinal axis/X-axis and these were then
arithmetically averaged per each material.

Again, the curve progression of the contour line depending on
the rate of compaction is initially evident across all materials.
However, when comparing the materials, it is noticeable that
the contour lines of NMC811 (thin) are clearly below those of
NMC622 (thin) and of NMC811 (thick) below those of
NMC622 (thick), although the same surface loading and the
same or similar compaction rate are the basis in each case.

It can therefore be concluded that the calendering process
inserts a higher stiffness in the NMC622 electrodes, which also
influences the geometry of the SES. A higher compaction resis-
tance of NMC622 can be assumed in relation to NMC811 and
which can also be proven by the measured line loads during
calendering of the electrodes in Table 3. Also, the initial, unca-
lendered densitiy of NMC622 is higher than NMC811 since the
loading density is the same but the coating thickness of NMC622
is lower, see Table 1.

Regarding the loading density, NMC811 shows that the thin-
ner coating has a lower height in the contour line and thus a
lower resistance against flattening can be assumed. This can
be explained by the fact that despite of the lower coating
thickness, the same rate of calendering and therefore the same
stiffness properties of the coating exist in principle, but there is
significantly less material that opposes the weight force and
therefore the thicker coating has a higher contour line in absolute
terms.

In NMC622, the effect is not seen, on the contrary, the contour
lines of the thin and the thick coating are very similar to each
other as well as in total higher than the NMC811 contour lines.
First, it can be concluded that in general NMC622 is stiffer than
NMC811 because of the higher line load. To explain the similar
contour lines between both NMC622 materials, it is assumed
that the ratio between stiffness and weight per cm2 seems
equivalent in contrast to NMC811.

Table 4. Storage time between calendering and separation to SES.

Rate of compaction [%]

15 25 30 35

Material Storage time [weeks]

NMC811 (thin) 5 5 – 2

NMC811 (thick) 10 10 – 10

NMC622 (thin) 5 5 5 –

NMC622 (thick) 7 7 6 –

Figure 9. Results of maximum deviation in SES for all parameter variations and different materials.
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4. Summary and Outlook

In this article, the corrugation of the electrodes after calendering
was investigated first. For this purpose, the electrodes were
geometrically measured after calendering and evaluated by
means of DEI. It was found that the DEI increases linearly with
the degree of compaction. The material and the web tension have
only a minor influence.

Subsequently, SES was cut from the electrodes, and the result-
ing geometry was examined. The remaining coil bending in the
SES has a significant influence on the resulting geometry. The
conductor tabs also have a decisive influence on the geometry.

The investigations lead to the conclusion that the storage time
of the coil after calendering has an important influence on the
resulting SES geometry. Further investigations are needed to
identify this relationship in detail. Based on the geometry of
the SES, the further processability is crucial. In further studies,
it must be investigated the influence the resulting geometries
have on the following process steps. Particularly in the stacking
process, a large influence of the geometry is to be expected with
regard to the stacking accuracy that can be achieved. These
relationships must be investigated in further studies in order
to be able to finally define tolerances for the corrugations after
calendering regarding the subsequent production process steps.
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